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Log360's integration with Constella Intelligence

How it works

Your email address acts like your digital fingerprint as it's used to access different online accounts. 
Though this is convenient, it also means hackers can gain access to your identity if they break into these 
services. Data breaches are happening more often, with massive amounts of information ending up on 
the dark web—a hidden corner of the internet where criminals trade stolen data.

In the event of a credential leak, timely detection is important. That way, you can take effective steps to 
protect your accounts, prevent identity theft, and protect your organization from financial damage.

Through our integration with Constella Intelligence, ManageEngine Log360 facilitates dark web 
monitoring so you can proactively mitigate threats before attackers exploit leaked credentials and 
sensitive information on the dark web. This data sheet explores how this powerful monitoring capability 
addresses the challenges of leaked credentials, empowering security teams with:

PII exposure detection:
Gain information on leaked PII such as login credentials, social security numbers, or 
financial details.

Proactive security:
Monitor the dark web for sensitive information leaks that may have been exploited by 
attackers. With such information, you can take the necessary steps to mitigate the threats 
at an earlier stage.

Swift threat analysis and resolution:
Gain instant alerts whenever leaked credentials and critical information are found on the 
deep web or dark web. This equips your security team to investigate and respond to 
threats quickly and efficiently.
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Real-time threat
inteligence through

dark web monitoring

Threat intel from
Constella Intelligence

Visibility and in-depth insights into
dark web threats and botnet leaks

Proactive threat mitigation
against supply chain leaks

Contextual data and analysis on
the breach’s history through the

incident Workbench

Real-time alerts to identy threats
such as exposed information

and compromised credentials

Vigil IQ, Log360’s
threat detection,

inverstigation, and
response engine



Use cases and challenges How Log360's dark web monitoring capability helps

24/7 dark web monitoring It tracks threat actors and the leakage of sensitive information,
such as credentials, personal information, and credit card
information, on the dark web.

It offers visibility into the first point of a supply chain attack with
insights into whether credential leaks have affected a supply
chain vendor.

Identity risk intelligence It enhances threat investigation by enriching data with context.
This is achieved by tightly linking data from breaches and the
dark web, enabling effective monitoring. 

The Incident Workbench console adds contextual data, such as
the breach history, data that was leaked, usual login URL, password
hash, and personal information, for effective threat hunting.

Fraud detection and protection It tracks and immediately alerts you to illegal credit card dumps
and personal information leaks. This helps you proactively address
unauthorized transactions and financial information leaks. 

Proactive mitigation of supply
chain risks

It presents a unified security analytics module where Log360
correlates suspicious activities within networks with leaked
credentials, potentially exposing a larger supply chain attack
attempt. This ensures proactive security. 

Swift responses to leaked
employee credentials

It provides visibility and insights into data breach attempts and
sends real-time alerts about employee credential leaks and critical
information leaks on the deep web or dark web.
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Key benefits

Proactive security:
Prevent attacks from happening by getting alerted to leaked credentials on the dark web.

Deeper, more timely investigation:
Gain contextual data and significantly reduce investigation and response times with streamlined 
data integration and analysis.
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Get Quote Download

Log360 is a unified SIEM solution with integrated DLP and CASB capabilities that 
detects, prioritizes, investigates and responds to security threats. Vigil IQ, the solution's 
TDIR module, combines threat intelligence, an analytical Incident Workbench, ML-based 
anomaly detection and rule-based attack detection techniques to detect sophisticated 
attacks, and it offers an incident management console for effectively remediating 
detected threats. Log360 provides holistic security visibility across on-premises, cloud 
and hybrid networks with its intuitive and advanced security analytics and monitoring 
capabilities.
For more information about Log360, visit manageengine.com/log-management/ and 
follow the LinkedIn page for regular updates.

ManageEngine partners with Constella Intelligence for this integration. Constella 
Intelligence is a leading global digital risk protection business that works in partnership 
with some of the world's largest organizations to safeguard what matters most and 
defeat digital risk. Its solutions are broad, collaborative, and scalable, powered by a 
unique combination of proprietary data, technology, and human expertise—including 
the largest breach data collection on the planet, with over 100 billion attributes and 45 
billion curated identity records spanning 125 countries and 53 languages.
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